
Flicfit inc’ s CEO, Hirohito Hirohashi, invented the 3D scanner to capture the inner dimension of footwear. The 
technology allows us to do virtual fitting of shoes from the massive options stored in the Flicfit cloud without 
having to try them on one-by-one. The goal is to enhance the shoes shopping experience even when shopping 
online.  

Flicfit inc, is a Tokyo-based 3D data marketplace company 
focusing on footwear provide the solut ions for customer 
experience. The world first successful and practical application 
allows us to easily digitize 3D inner dimension of any type of 
footwear.  

Flicfit has three core technology.
(We are currently applying for a patent on the devices and the matching algorithm.)

1. Shoe Digitizer: A scanner for measuring inner measurement of footwear and transform it into 3D data.
2. Foot Digitizer: A scanner for measuring foot and transform it into 3D data. 
3. Matching AI algorithm for matching 3D footwear data and feet data to provide recommendations for 

consumer. 

How it works
The technology is capable of solving the critical problems of selecting shoes by intelligently find the right size 
and fit for your feet. At present, the size of shoes has no common standard, there are differences in size 
depending on country, brand, manufacturer. It makes difficult to find the right fit shoes for customers. 
 The secrets of the perfect fit are the innovation in how capturing and sizing work. 

Flicfit’ s technology allows customer to access number of shoes selections and try them on  anywhere and 
anytime in the world to find the perfect fit shoes.

Th is  i s  how i t  works  a t  a  foo twear  s to re .  The  A I  
recommends shoes that are deemed to be the best 
match with customer’ s feet according to the matching 
a lgor i thm when customers scan their  feet by Foot 
D ig i t i ze r  a t  t he  s to re .  The  recommended  shoes  
selections appear on the FlicFit app on customer’ s 
mobi le phone. The customer can then explore the 
options presented in the app to find the best fit shoes for 
them. That can increase the purchase rate. The same 
things can also be done on an e-commerce website.
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A Japanese Startup Developed The First Ever 3D Scanner to 
Capture The Footwear Inner Dimensions for A Perfect Fit.
Shopping for shoes many never be the same again.

In addition, online payment and shoes fitting reservation at the store are available within the application. These 
records are stored in the cloud for the future sale and marketing opportunities. By storing the data in the cloud, 
Flicfit is able to connect customer’ s experience between real shops and e-commerce. 

About Us
Mr.Hirohashi believes that the shoes industry which is traditionally very slow 
is ripe for an innovation. He has seen the possibility of 3D data while he was 
running a 3D printing company before he started Flicfit. The idea is to apply 
3D matching algorithm to the fashion industry. Shoe Digitizer will open up 
the accessibil ity to virtual shoes fitter and take shoes shopping both at 
stores and online to the next level. 

Achievement and Prospect
Mitukoshi Isatan Shinjuku and Hankyu Umeda which are equivalent to Bloomingdale and Macy’ s in US have 
introduced Flicfit technology in their department stores. This means that Flicfit was accepted by the Japanese 
department stores which provide the world highest level of customer service. With the success of our initial 
pilot program, Flicfit is now ready to introduce our cutting-edge technology to the world. 

Contacts
Flicfit inc.
For any inquiry, please contact Nami at info@flicfit.com
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Shoe Digitizer
Futuristic design scanner can digitize and measure 3D 
data of shoes inner dimension. It was designed to be 
stacked or place side-by-side. 
Size
25.9×15.7×15.7[inch]       610×400×400[mm]
Measurement spec
Number of measurment point: 6000
Measurement time: 3 min 30 sec
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Foot Digitizer
The dist inguished design enhances the state of the 
sa les  a rea .  The  shor t  10-sec  scan boosts  u tmost  
customers experience. Taking off socks and stockings 
is not required.
Size
30.5×34.3×10[inch]    775.2×872.4×256.5[mm]
Measurement spec
Measurement time: 10 sec
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In addition, online payment and shoes fitting reservation at the store are available within the application. These 
records are stored in the cloud for the future sale and marketing opportunities. By storing the data in the cloud, 
Flicfit is able to connect customer’ s experience between real shops and e-commerce. 

Fitting AI

Foot 3D Data Shoe 3D Data
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At the store
Customer  scan the i r  fee t  and is  p resented w i th  the  recommendat ions .  
Trying-on from the recommendation means these shoes already suit theirs 
feet. This favorable experience can lead customer to purchase. 

Online
The 3D foot  data  
c a n  b e  u s e d  o n  
e-commerce. 
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